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POLISHING PASTE  
B200 

 
 

        EAN code: 5907588405270 item no.: 003502  cap. 250ml 
          EAN code: 5907588405287 item no.: 003505  cap. 500ml                                                                                    

 

 

           PROPERTIES 
 

Polishing paste BOLL B200 is a product for the most demanding users. It supplements the BOLL B100 paste and 
ensures getting the effect of the highest possible quality. This is a mildly abrasive paste that eliminates micro 
scratches and any holograms created in previous polishing jobs. After prior application of BOLL B100 paste and 
combination with properly selected sponge, it allows to obtain the so-called "mirror" effect. However, as                      
a separate product, it is ideal for removing scratches from the car body. 

 

           COLOUR 
  

white 

 

           METHOD OF USE 
 

Apply a small amount of paste on a properly selected polishing sponge attached to the polishing machine. Then, 
using a sponge, spread the paste on the part and start polishing, starting from the lowest speed. Gradually 
increase the speed of the polishing machine, making sure not to exceed 2 000 rpm. The best effect can be 
obtained after prior application of B100 paste. 

  

          NOTES 

 
Do not use on hot elements! 

 

          APPLICATION 
 

  

Mix thoroughly 
 
 
Can be used by hand and machine 
 

Apply to sponge 
 
 
Maximum 2000 rpm 
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Use zigzag 
 

Wipe with microfiber 

Without silicone 

    

 

          PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
 

density at 20°C:                                    0,99 g/cm3 
pH:                                                          8,5 
base:                                                      water 
suggested sponges:                             yellow, orange, black           
storage:                                                 10-30°C 

 

          STORAGE CONDITIONS 
  

                 Protect the product from excessive heat and cold. Avoid direct exposure to 
sunlight. Store in a dry place. 

 

         SHELF LIFE 
 

24 months from the date of production placed on the package. 
 

 

          SAFETY 
 

See Safety Data Sheet. 
 

 

          OTHER INFORMATION 
 

All technical data are approximate values. We advise you to test the material to ensure suitability for your specific 
application. The producer reserves the right to improve the product and change the technical conditions with the 
possibility of making changes inside the specification. 

 


